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play those sevens games without learning

how to run, jump, catch, fight and kick like a
rugby player. The game is very rough and
fast and aims to mimic the physicality of a

full-contact sport. Rugby sevens is made up
of seven-a-side matches played on a rugby
pitch, incorporating all the skills needed to

play competitive rugby, and with no
constraints on tackling. The rugby football is
played on a pitch similar to a rugby field but
with an oval shape. Most great rugby players
have had to play and learn these skills. I had
to learn many of them over the course of my

rugby career. Good coaching made the
difference for some players and bad

coaching put them off playing rugby for life.
I started playing rugby in my primary school
years and used to play most afternoons. This
was a game for the boys until the girls had
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the chance to join in. This first game was on
the school oval. The game had a number of
rules, a black player was the captain and

had the right to send an opposing player off
the field. The game started with a pass to

the left or right and then a number of other
passes. The players then rushed up onto the
field in a running line to score a touchdown.
Goals were kicked into the other end of the
oval. If you touched the opposition player

while he or she was on the ground you were
considered to have knocked him or her out.
A player being knocked out could no longer
join in the game until they stood up or the

opposition player or referee counted to five.
The first form of rugby was played by rival
school teams. By the 1950s it became an
Olympic sport. The first inter-school rugby
game was played in 1876 at the University
of Sydney by the representative teams of
students from the universities of Sydney,
Melbourne, and Queensland. The annual

season of inter-school rugby began in 1898
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at Oxford in England. Until then a series of
annual club games were held. When I was
playing for the Parramatta club at middle

school and high school age the manager and
coach of the team was a man called

“Sunny”. Sunny was one of the very first
players to put the ball in play from a scrum

or a penalty. A mistake c6a93da74d
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